
 
OFFICE OF THE 

AREA MANAGER 
SOUTH 

EASTERNRAILWAY/BKSC 
 

COST OF BOOK OF 
TENDER DOCUMENT:-

Rs.2248/- 
 

NAME OF WORKS:- 
TRANSPORTATION OF 
CREW AND GUARD OF 
BOKARO STEEL CITY. 

 
ESTIMATED VALUE:- 

Rs.14,74,263/- 
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SOUTH EASTERN RAILWAY 

 
                                                          TENDER SCHEDULE                             ADRA DIVISION 
 
No.M&P/P/Jeep/BKSC/0/PL/13-14/41                                                       Adra, dated 21.03.14. 
 

Name of work: Hiring of one light motor vehicle  (TATA SUMO or similar 10 seater including 
driver Non-AC vehicle with driver, fuel and other expenses) for transportation of crew & guard 
from ARM’s office building, Bokaro (Crew Booking Point) to Empty Yard, Inward yard, Station 
yard, Dep.yd, Out ward. Yd, G/Cabin, Elc.shed, D/shed or any other point  and back at Bokaro 
for 24.00 hrs.(twenty four hours) service i.e. 00.00 hrs. to 24.00 hrs. of each calendar date 
under control of Area Manager / South Eastern Railway /BKSC. (Approx estimated Value Rs-. 
14,74,263/-(Rupees Fourteen lakhs seventy four  thousand  two hundred sixty three only). 
 

Sr. 
No 

Description of works:- Hiring of one light 
motor vehicle (TATA SUMO or similar 10 
seater Non-AC vehicle with driver, fuel and 
other expenses) for transportation of crew 
& guard from ARM’s office building, 
Bokaro (Crew Booking Point) to Empty 
Yard, Inward yard, Station yard, Outward 
Yd, Dep.Yd, G/Cabin, Elec.shed D/shed 
and other point of the Yd  and back at 
BKSC for 24.00 hrs. (twenty four hours) 
service for 3 (three) years involving an 
estimated total cost of Rs.14,74,263/- 
{Rs.663/- x (365x3) days + Rs.7.45/- x 
100440 KM) based on the rate of  
No:AARM’s03 monthsQtns contract note 
cum compliance 
No:M&P/P../435,dtd.16.11.13, under 
control of Area Manager / South Eastern 
Railway /BKSC.  

i) Estimated 
stable charges 
of vehicle for 
24.00 hrs.   
Rs.663/-
Departmental 
Value(DV) 
 
ii) per km. 
charge of fuel 
Rs.7.45  
Departmental 
Value (DV)  

 Rate to be 
quoted in 

figures and 
words. 

1 
 
 
 
2. 

Minimum stable charges of vehicle for 
24.00 hrs (twenty four hours) of Rs.663/-
(DV).(Rupees six hundred sixty three 
only). 
 
Per km. charge of fuel Rs.7.45 (DV) 
{Rupees seven and fourty five only}  

   

 

Special Instruction. 
 

1 S.E.Railway General conditions of contract and standard specification Vol.II (1994) 
revised edition will be applicable in this contract. 

 

2. Work will be valid for three years  from the date of issue of letter of acceptance. 
 

3. The tenderer will start the work positively on the specific date advised by the Railway 
Administration. Failure to start the work in time will be taken as breach of contract and 
penalty will be levied as per the given clause. 

 

4. Road vehicle i.e TATA Sumo or similar should be provided with seats with proper 
cushioning arrangement to accommodate minimum 10 persons including driver and to 
carry 200 kg.(two hundred). (Approx luggage in the available space.)  

 

5. The rate includes all items such as service Tax. Any other tax, License, Driver/Helper’s 
wages, repairs, maintenance, fuel, lubricants depreciation, financial costs etc and no 
other charges whatsoever will be paid. 
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6. The rates agreed upon with the tenderer should be valid during the tenure of the 
contract period. Under no circumstances, there will be further revision in the rate 
originally agreed upon. The rate quoted is per vehicle per day for 24.00 hrs. (twenty 
four  hours) complete from 0.00 hours to 24.00 hours. 

 

7. The tenderer will be required to provide transport round the clock and would be 
required to make any number of trips as per the requirement of the Railways. 

 

8. The tenderer is required to maintain the vehicle on a satisfactory state at his own cost. 
The vehicles should have decent look and the seats should have proper cushioning 
and backrest. The deficiencies pointed out by the Railway’s representative will have to 
be rectified by the contractor. The vehicle should be offered every day after proper 
cleaning. The vehicle should always have neat and presentable appearance. 

     
9. The tenderer is expected to provide replacement vehicle whenever there is any 

breakdown and the clause regarding recovery on account of non-availability of vehicle 
due to break down etc. will be directly enforced even when the circumstances for non-
availability of vehicle due to break down etc. are considered to be beyond the 
contractor’s control. To tide over such failure, the Railways reserves the right to hire 
vehicle at the prevailing market rate and press it into service, at the risk and cost of the 
contractor. 

 

10. The driver of the vehicle will be requested to maintain a log book of the vehicle 
everyday and should bear the signature of occupant as well as jeep driver. The Driver 
should undertake the run of vehicle after specific authorization by the Chief 
Controller/S.E.Railway, Bokaro. The authorization can be in writing or verbal. In case 
of verbal authorization it should be rectified in writing by Chief Controller Bokaro  or his 
authorized representative in the log book. Where the vehicle is required to wait or 
detained for a period of more than (15) minutes, the vehicle driver would be required to 
get the signature of the occupant for whom the vehicle is required to be detained or the 
in charge of the place mentioning clearly the date and time. The entries in the log book 
should contain the name of each point from and to closing and opening kilometer of 
run of the vehicle at 24.00 hrs. with the time and signature of the in charge of the 
place, occupant for whom the vehicle was used. In addition, the counter signature of 
the Chief Controller, Bokaro or his authorized representative is required. 

 

11.  The entries in the logbook duly accepted by the Chief Controller, Bokaro or his 
authorized representative and monthly summary should be signed by AARM/BKSC, 
which will form the basis for submission of bills by the contractor. 

 

12. For attending the daily maintenance of work of the vehicle like cleaning or any other 
minor attention. The Railway will give about half an hour time every day, when there is 
sufficient lie over period at the office of the Chief Controller, Bokaro .In the event of the 
vehicle having to be withdrawn for a longer periods for attention at the Garage etc. the 
contractor will provide an alternative vehicle of the same description and capacity. 

 

13. Tenderer should be ready to provide vehicle if Railway administration decides to use 
the vehicle for Yard inspection, station inspection at the time of emergency.  

 

14. If the vehicle is not available on account of break down (including break down on run )  
or any other reason Tenderer’s account deduction will be made from the Tenderer’s 
bill at the rate of Rs 200/-(Rupees two hundred   only.) per hours. This penalty is 
applicable in case the vehicle is utilized for other purposes also. 

 

15. It is the responsibility of the tenderer/contractor to abide by the rules and regulation 
imposed by the ministry of transport of respective state Govt.. 
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16. Performance Guarantee (PG) 
 

The procedure for obtaining Performance Guarantee is given below :- 
 

i) A deposit of cash in Divisional Pay Office/Adra 5% of the agreement value 
in favour of FA&CAO/GRC. 

 

ii) Demand draft in favour of FA&CAO/GRC either of the State Bank of India 
or any of the nationalized bank. 

 

iii) Successful bidder should be given Performance Guarantee amounting to 
5% of the contract value, which is refundable without interest after 
completion of satisfactory works. 

 

iv) The Performance Guarantee should be furnished by the successful 
contractor after the letter of acceptance has been issued but before signing 
of agreement. The agreement should normally be signed within 15 (fifteen) 
days after the issue of LOA and Performance Guarantee should also be 
submitted within this limit. 

 

v) Performance Guarantee should be released after satisfactory completion of 
the work and maintenance is over. The Competent Authority shall normally 
be the authority who is competent to sign the contract. If the Competent 
Authority is of the rank of JA grade, then a JA grate officer (concerned with 
the work) should issue the certificate. The certificate inter alia, should 
mention that the work has been completed in all respects and that all the 
contractual obligations have been fulfilled by the contractor and there is no 
due from the contractor to Railways against the contract concerned, Before 
releasing the PG and an unconditional and unequivocal no claim certificate 
from the contractor concerned should be obtained. 

 

vi) Whenever the contracts are rescinded, the Performance Guarantee amount 
should be forfeited. 

 

vii) The original contractor shall be debarred from participating in the tender for 
executing the re-tendering. If the failed contractor is JV or a partnership 
firm, then every member/partner of such a firm would be debarred from 
participating in the re-tendering. 

 

viii) The authority for the acceptance of the tender will rest with the South 
Eastern Railway who does not bind himself to accept the lowest or any 
other tender or does he undertake to assign reason for declining to 
consider any particulars tender or tenders. 

 

ix) The successful tenderer / bidder shall be required to execute agreement 
with the President of India acting through the Divisional Railway 
Manager(O), S.E.Railway, Adra for carrying out the work as per SOR’92 
and according to the General conditions of contract, special conditions/ 
specification annex to the tender and standard specifications for the work 
and materials as given in part III & IV of the South Eastern railway, 2001 
with upto-date correction. 

 

x) The tenderer(s) shall keep the offer open for a minimum period of 90 days 
from the date of opening of the tender within which period the tenderer(s) 
can not withdraw his/their offer, subject to the period being extended further 
if required by mutual agreement from time to time. Any intervention of the 
above condition will make the tenderer liable for forfeiture of his security 
deposit for due performance of the foregoing stipulation. 
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17  Security deposit : 
 

i)      The earnest money deposited by the contractor with his tender will be 
retained by the Railway as part of security for the due and faithful fulfillment 
of the contract by the contractor. The balance amount to make the security 
deposit, the rates for which are given below should be deposited by the 
contractor in cash or recovered by monthly running bill @ 10% from each 
bill till recovery of the amount 5% of contract value. 

 

ii)       Security deposit for each work should be 5% of the contract value. 
 

iii)       The rate of recovery should be @ of 10% of the monthly running bill till the 
full security depositing is recovered. 

 

iv)       Security deposit will be recovered only from the running bill of the 
contractor and no other mode of collecting SD will be entertained. 

 

v)       Security deposit shall be returned to the contractor after physical 
completion of work. The competent authority shall normally be the authority 
which competent to sign the contract. If this competent authority is of the 
rank of lower than JA grade then a JA grade officer  (concerned with the 
work) should issue the certificate. The certificate inter alia, should mention 
that the work has been completed in all respect and that all the contractual 
obligation have been fulfilled by the contractor and there is no due from the 
contractor to railways against the contract concerned. Before releasing SD 
an unconditional and unequivocal no claim certificate from the contractor 
concerned should be obtained. 

 

18.      Should a tenderer find the discrepancies in, or omissions or any of the 
tender forms or should be in doubt as to their meaning, he should at once 
notify the authority inviting tenders who may send a written instruction to all 
tenderers. It shall be understood that every endeavor has been made to 
avoid any error which can materially affect the basis of the tender and the 
successful tenders shall take upon himself and provide for the risk of any 
error which may subsequently be discovered and shall make no 
subsequent claim on account thereof. 

 

19. The tenderer shall be required to deposit earnest money with the tender for 
the due performance of the stipulation to keep the offer open till such date 
as specified in the tender, under the condition of tender, Annexure-I. The 
earnest money shall be 2% of the estimated value as indicated in the 
tender notice. The earnest shall be rounded to the next Rs.10/-. 

 

Earnest Money 
 

20.      The earnest money should be in cash or in any of the following forms:- 
    
i) Deposit of cash at pay office, Adra or demand draft in favour of 

FA&CAO/GRC of any Nationalize Bank must be enclosed with the tender 
form. In case the tenderer withdraws his offer within the validity period of 
his offer or failed to under take the contract after acceptance of his tender 
the full earnest money should be forfeited. In case of acceptance of the 
tender, the earnest money will be retained by the railway as part of the 
security for the due and faithful fulfillment of the contract in terms of clause 
–16 of the General conditions of contract. The Railway Administration, 
however, reserves the right to fix a lower or higher percentage or the 
maximum amount of earnest money for any individual work. 
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ii) If the tender is accepted this earnest money will be retained as part security 

for the due and faithful fulfillment of the contract in terms of clause-16 of the 
General Conditions of Contract. The earnest money of other tenderer shall 
save as herein before Provided, be returned to them by the Railway shall 
not be responsible for any loss of depreciation that may happen there to 
while in their possession, not be liable to pay interest thereon. 

 
iii)  Before submitting a tender, the tenderer will be deemed to have satisfied 

himself by actual inspection of the site and locality of the works, that all 
conditions liable to be encountered during the execution of the works are 
taken into account and that the rates he entered in the tender form are 
adequate and all inclusive to accord with the provisions in clause-37 of the 
General Conditions of Contract for the completion of work to the entire 
satisfaction of the competent authority. 

 
iv) The tenderer shall clearly specify whether the tender is submitted on his 

own or on behalf of a partnership concern. If the tender is submitted on 
behalf of a partnership concern he should submit the certified copy of 
partnership deed along with the tender and authorization to sign the tender 
documents on behalf of partnership firm. If these documents are not 
enclosed along with the tender documents, the tender will be treated as 
having been submitted by individual signing the tender documents. 
The tenderer whether sole proprietor, a limited company or a partnership 
firm if they want to act through agent or individual partner(s) should submit 
along with the tender or at a later stage, a power of attorney duly stamped 
and authenticated by a Notary public or by Magistrate in favour of the 
specific person whether he/they be partner(s) of the firm or any other 
person specifically authorizing him/them to submit the tender, sign the 
agreement, receive money, witness measurement, sign measurement 
books, compromise, settle, relinquish any claim(s) preferred by the firm and 
signed “No claim certificate” and refer all or any dispute to arbitration. 
 

v) The Railway reserves the right of not invite tenders for any of the railway 
work/works or to invite open or limited tenders and when tenders are called, 
to accept a tender in whole or in part or reject any tender or all tenders 
without assigning reasons for such action. 

 
vi) The tenderers whose tender is accepted shall be required to appear at the 

office of the Divisional Railway Manager/Optg, South Eastern Railway, Adra 
in person or if a firm or corporation a duly authorized representative shall so 
appear and to execute the contract documents within fifteen days after the 
issue of LOA. Failure to do so shall constitute a breach of the agreement 
effected by the acceptance of the tender in which case the full value of the 
earnest money accompanying the tender shall stand forfeited by the 
Railway without prejudice to any other rights or remedies. 

 
vii) In the event of any tenderer whose tender is accepted shall refuses to 

execute the contract documents as herein before provided, the Rly. May 
determine that such tenderer has abandoned the contract and there upon 
his tender and the acceptance thereof shall be treated as cancelled and the 
Railway shall be entitled to forfeit the full amount to earnest money and to 
recover the damages for such default. 
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viii) Unless otherwise specified in the special condition of contract, the 
contractor shall be bound to carryout the work at the agreed rates and shall 
not be entitled to any claim or any compensation whatsoever.  

 
 

ix) All these conditions and specifications mentioned above should carefully be 
studied by the contractor/tenderer before submitting his/their tender . 
He/they should in his/their own interest be well acquainted with the site of 
work. 

 
The above particulars and conditions and instructions are understood and 
accepted by me/us. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Signature of the tenderer    
 
 
 
Date__________ 

 
 
 
 

Divisional Railway Manager(Operation) 
South Eastern Railway/Adra 

On behalf of the President of India. 
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1. Operational Organization of the Company 
 
 

Description Category 
No of 

personnel 
Name 

Driving license 
No. 

a) On permanent 
Rolls 

    

b) Temporary     

c) Likely to be 
made available 
on works. 

    

 
 
2. Reputed Consultant, if any with their acceptance to provide service. 
 
 
3. PLANT AND EQUIPMENT STATEMENT 

          
Type of vehicle  Vehicle registration no Other particulars of vehicle 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Divisional Railway Manager(Operation) 
South Eastern Railway/Adra 

On behalf of the President of India 
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WORKS IN PROGRESS AT PRESENT 
 

SR.No Year of 
contract 

Client name  Name 
Location & 
type of 
contract 

Value of 
contract 

Whether 
contract 
satisfactorily 
completed 
and time 
provision 

 
 
 
 
 
 

     

 
 
Enc: Enclosed testimonials, brochures, Photographs and competency Certificate issued by 
authorized for completion and award of works as the case may be. 

 
 
 
 
    

Divisional Railway Manager(Operation) 
South Eastern Railway/Adra 

On behalf of the President of India 
 
 
Signature of Contractors(s) Tenderer(a) 
 
 
 
 
 
Signature of Contractor(s) Tenderer(s) 

 
 
 
 

Divisional Railway Manager(Operation) 
South Eastern Railway/Adra 

On behalf of the President of India 
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General Condition of Tender 
 

All these conditions should carefully be studied by the tenderer/intender before submitting 
his/their tender. He/they should in his/their own interest be well acquainted with the nature of 
work. The tender/tenderer is/are to quote an all inclusive rate. 

1. Tenderers must be enclosed in sealed covers mentioning the name of work on top of 
the cover as mentioned in Tender Form and dropped in the Box kept in the corner of 
the ARM’s office building/Bokaro steel City/S.E.Rly before the closing time as 
mentioned in the tender notice. 

 
2. Tender containing erasures and alterations of the tender documents are liable to be 

rejected. Any corrections made by tender/tenders in his/their entries must be attested 
by him/them. 

 
3. The tender must be accompanied by full earnest money  receipt deposited in cash or 

in any of the firm mentioned in the tender notice failing which the tender will not be 
considered. The tenderer shall hold the offer open till date as may be specified in the 
tender .It is understood that the tender documents have been sold/issued to the 
tenderers and the tenderer is being permitted to tender in consideration of the 
stipulation on his part that after submitting his tender. he will not desist from his offer or 
modify the terms and conditions their of in a manner not acceptable to the Divisional 
Railway Manager (Operation) /South Eastern Railway/Adra Should the tenderer fail to 
observe or comply with the forgoing stipulation and in case the tenderer withdraws his 
offer within the validity period of this offer or fails to undertake the contract after 
acceptance of his tender, the full earnest money shall be forfeited. If the tender is 
accepted, the amount of earnest money will be held as initial security deposit for the 
due and faithful fulfillment of the contract.  

The earnest money of the unsuccessful tenderers will have as herein before 
provided be returned to the unsuccessful tenderers. But the Railway shall not be 
responsible for any loss or depreciation that may happen to the security for the due 
performance of the stipulation to keep the offer open for the period specified in the 
tender documents or to the earnest money while in their possession, not be liable to 
pay interest thereon. 

 
4. It shall not be obligatory on the said authority to accept the lowest tender and no 

tender/tenderers shall demand any explanation for the cause of rejection of his /their 
tender. If the tenderer deliberately gives/tenders wrong information in his /their tender 
or creates/create circumstances for the acceptance of his/their tender, the Railway 
reserves the right to reject such tender at any state. 

 
5. If a tenderer expires after the submission of this tender or after the acceptances of his 

tender the Railway should deem such tender as cancelled .If a partner of a firm expires 
after the submission of their tender or after acceptance of their tender the Railway 
shall treat such tender as cancelled unless the firm retains its character. 

 
6. The full earnest money deposited for the due performances of the stipulation to keep 

the offer open till the date specified in the tender will be refunded to the unsuccessful 
tenderer/tenderers within a reasonable time. The earnest money deposited by the 
successful tenderer /tenderers will be retained towards the security deposit for the due 
and faithful fulfillment of the contract but shall be forfeited if the contractor 
fails/contractors fail to execute the Agreement bond or start the work within a 
reasonable time to be determined by the Competent Authority after notification of the 
acceptance of his/her tender. 
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7. Non-compliance with any of the conditions set for there in above will result in the 

tender being rejected. 
 
8. The authority for acceptance of the tender will rest with the South Eastern Railway who 

does not bind himself to accept the lowest or any other tender nor does he undertake 
to assign reasons for declaiming to consider any particular tender or tenderers. 

 
9. The successful tender/tenders shall be required to execute agreement with the 

President of India acting through the Divisional Railway Manager (Operation) South 
Eastern Railway/Adra for carrying out the work in the enclosed prescribed Performa. 

 
10. The tenderer shall keep the offer for minimum period of 90 days from the date of 

opening the tender, within which period the tenderer can not withdraw his offer subject 
to the period being extended further required by mutual agreement from time to time. 
Any contravention of the above condition will make the tenderer liable for forfeited of 
his earnest money for due performance of the forgoing stipulation. 

 
11. The Railway reserves the right of not invites tenders for any work or to invite open or 

limited tender and when tenders are called to accept a tender in whole or in part or 
reject any tender or all tenders without assigning reasons for such action. 

 
12. The tenderer whose tender is accepted shall be required to appear at the office of the 

Divisional Railway Manager (Operation)/ARM’s office/BKSC South Eastern 
Railway/Adra  Division in person or if a firm or corporation a duly authorized 
representative shall so appear and to execute the contract documents within 07 days 
after notice that the contract has been awarded to him. Failure to do so shall constitute 
a breach of the agreement effected by the acceptance of the tender in which case the 
full of the value of the earnest money shall stand forfeited by the Railway without 
prejudices to any other rights or remedies. 

 
13. In the event of any tenderer whose tender is accepted shall refuse to execute the 

contract documents as herein before provided, the railway may determine that such 
tender as abandoned the contract and there upon his tender and the acceptance there 
of shall be treated as cancelled and the railway shall be entitled to forfeit the full 
amount of earnest money and to recover the liquidated damages for such default. 

 
14. Every page of the tender document should be signed by the tenderer. 

 
15. The tendere have vehicle with commercial permit and service tax registration number 

and income tax clearance certificate etc.  photocopy should be enclosed with the 
tender document. 
 

 
                                                                       Divisional Railway Manger(Operation) 
                                   South Eastern Railway/Adra. 

                                                                    On behalf of the President of India. 
 

The above particulars and conditions and instructions are understood and accepted by me/us. 

 Date: 

Place:   

                                                                Signature of the tenderer 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

TENDER NOTICE 
 

No.M&P/P/Jeep/BKSC/0/PL/13-14/41                                                  Adra, Date:-21.03.14.                                                    
       

Sealed tenders are invited for the under mentioned work by the undersigned. 
 

Description of works Hiring of one light motor vehicle (TATA SUMO or similar 10 seater Non-AC 
vehicle with driver, fuel and other expenses) for transportation of crew & 
guard from ARM’soffice building, BKSC(Crew Booking Point) to Empty 
Yard, Inward yard, Station yard ,Outward Yd,G/Cabin, Dep.Yd,Elec. 
Shed,D/shed, and other point of BKSCand back at BKSC for 24.00 hrs. 
service i.e. 00.00 hrs. to 24.00 hrs. of every calendar date under control of 
Area Manager / South Eastern Railway /BKSC. 

Value of works Total Rs.14,74,263/- (Rupee fourteen  lakhs seventy four  thousand two  
hundred sixty three only) excluding all taxes. For 3 (three) years involving 
an estimated cost of {Rs.663/- x (365x3) days + Rs.7.45/- x100440KM) 
based on the rate of AARM’s Note cum compliance 
No:M&P/P../435,dtd;16.11.13. where per day hire charge is Rs.663/- & cost 
of running fuel charge  is Rs.7.45/- per KM). 

Earnest money Rs.29,485/- (Rupees Twenty nine  thousand four hundred eighty five only) 
refundable without interest. 

Cost of Tender Form Rs.2248 /- (Rupees two thousand two hundred forty eight only). Not 
refundable. 

Duration of works 03 (three) years.  

Tender announcement date 21.03.14. 

Period of document 
collection 

From 01.04.14 to 30.04.14 up to 11.00 hrs. of each working day. 

Last date of submission of 
Tender documents. 

25.04.14  to 30.04.14 on or before 11.00 hrs. (Eleven  hours) 

Departmental rate. i) Hiring charge of vehicle for 24 hrs. Rs.663/--(Rupees six hundred sixty 
three only) 
ii) fuel charge per KM Rs.7.45/-  (Rupees seven and forty five paise only) 

Date of opening of Tender 30.04.14 at 12.00 hrs.(Twelve hours) or later. 

Date and place of opening 
of Tender 

On 30.04.14 at 12.00 hrs. or later at Area Manager’s chamber/BKSC. 

Performance Guarantee 
amount. 

5% of the agreement valued should be deposited by the contractor after 
issue of L.O.A. and before execution of final agreement. Refundable 
without interest. 

Security deposit. 5% of agreement value will be deducted from monthly running bill of the 
contractor @ 10% from each bill till recovery of the amount. Refundable 
without interest. 

 

1. Tender form will be obtained from the office of the Area Manager/BKSC on working day from 01.04.14 
to 30.04.14 up to 11.00 hrs. on production of Money receipt issued by Divl.Cashier, S.E.Railway, Adra 
towards the cost of Tender form (Non refundable) under allocation No.090-510-32. 

2. No Tender form will be issued after 11.00 hrs. of  30.04.14. 
3. Tender form should be dropped in to the Tender Box in the office of the Area Manager/BKSC kept one 

corner of the office from 25.04.14 to 30.04.14 up to 11.00 hrs.  
4. The Tender box will be closed and sealed at 11.00 hrs. on 30.04.14.                                                                                               
5. No Tender documents will be sent by post/filled received by post. 
6. Tender form is not transferable. 
7. Earnest money as indicated above shall be deposited with the Divl.Cashier/S.E.Railway, Adra in 

favour of FA&CAO/S.E.Railway/GRC in cash or demand draft from any nationalized bank in favour of 
FA&CAO/S.E.GRC. 

8. The original money receipt should be attached with the Tender documents. 
9. Guaranteed bond are not acceptable as the cost of tender form & earnest money. 
10. Tenderer has to submit ownership certificate, Commercial registration documents of the vehicle, 

Service Tax registration No, Income tax clearance certificate and Commercial driving license along with 
the Tender form. 

11. The railway authority reserves the right to reject any or all tenders without assigning any reason 
thereof. 

12. In any case the date of opening mentioned above is declared holiday on any account, the said date 
automatically be substituted by the next working day. This notification and tender document is also 
available and may be down-loaded in our web site No.W.W.W.Serailway.gov.in/ada. 

 
 

Divisional Railway Manager (Operation) 
South Eastern Railway, Adra 

                 On behalf of President of India. 


